
ACCESSING A SERVICE

Indicator Phrasing

English: % of target group members needing [specify the offered service] who have accessed it in the
past [specify the timeframe]

French: % des membres du groupe cible ayant besoin de [préciser le service offert] qui y ont eu accès
dans le passé [préciser la période]

Portuguese: % de membros do grupo-alvo que precisaram do [especificar o serviço oferecido] e que
tiveram acesso ao mesmo no passado [especificar o período de tempo]

Czech: % členů cílové skupiny, kteří potřebují [uveďte nabízenou službu] a kteří ji v během [uveďte
časový rámec] využili

What is its purpose?

There are many services that can considerably improve people’s lives, such as health / social protection
/ agricultural services. Therefore, this important coverage indicator shows the extent to which the
target group members have used a given service during a certain period.

How to Collect and Analyse the Required Data

Collect the following data by conducting individual interviews with a representative sample of the
people who were expected to use the service:

 

RECOMMENDED SURVEY QUESTION (Q) AND POSSIBLE ANSWERS (A)

Q1: The first question must assess whether the respondent needed the given service during the
measured period. The wording of the question will need to be defined accordingly. For example: In the
past [specify the time period], did you need [explain what the service offers]?

A1: yes / no / does not know

 

(ask the following question only if the previous response is “yes”)

 

Q2: In the past [specify the time period], did you use [specify the service]?

A2: yes / no / does not know

 

Consider verifying the response by asking for more details (for example: Can you please tell me
more about it? Who provided it? What did the person do?)

https://www.indikit.net/userfiles/files/Rapid%20Guide%20to%20Survey%20Sampling_FINAL.pdf


 

 

To calculate the indicator's value, divide the number of respondents who used the service by the
total number of respondents who needed the service (excluding those who did not know). Multiply the
result by 100 to convert it to a percentage.

 

Disaggregate by

Disaggregate the data by gender, age group, location, and other criteria relevant to the focus and
context of your intervention.

Important Comments

1) Always ask the people who responded “no” why they didn’t use the service. While such data is
not necessary to determine the indicator’s value, it can help increase the proportion of people who use
the given service.

 

2) Ensure that the interviewers always verify (by asking additional questions) whether the
respondents have used the service in which you are interested.

 

3) In some instances, the service is not necessarily used by the respondent only but by the household
(e.g. if an extension worker comes to provide advice). In such a case, rephrase the question: “… did
your household use [specify the service]?”

 

4) If the service is supposed to be used repeatedly, consider also assessing how often the
respondent used the service so that you can measure any frequency-related changes. You have two
options for how to gain the required data:

- If the respondents are likely to remember the frequency (because you are using a short recall period
or because it is likely that the person only used the service a few times), you can ask: "In the past
[specify the time period], how often did you use [specify the service]?"

- If the respondents are not likely to remember the frequency, ask: "Can you please tell me when you
last used [specify the service]?". While it is possible that a person used the service, for example,
yesterday but otherwise s/he uses it only once per year, in the total sample of respondents, such
'accidental' facts cancel each other out, and you gain more reliable frequency data than you would get
if you had asked: "How often ...?".
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